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Introduction:  Athabasca Valles is an “outflow” 

channel system located in the Elysium Planitia region 

of Mars at ~9˚N, 156˚E [1-3] (Fig. 1).  It begins at the 

Cerberus Fossae (an array of volcano-tectonic fis-

sures), extends southwest for ~300 km, and debouches 

into a holding basin named Cerberus Palus.  A spill-

way on the eastern margin of Cerberus Palus feeds into 

Lethe Vallis, which then empties into eastern Elysium 

Planitia.  The main channel of Athabasca Valles is 

~10-30 km wide, !75 m deep and has an exceedingly 

shallow slope that is typically less than 0.1˚ [3].  It runs 

along the northwest side of a NE-SW trending wrinkle 

ridge, but smaller distributary channels breach the 

ridge in several places.  The paucity of impact craters 

on the floor of Athabasca Valles indicates a surface 

age of 1.5-200 Ma [4], which implies that large-scale 

geological activity persisted in the channel system into 

the most recent epoch of Mars’ history, the Late Ama-

zonian. 

In many respects Athabasca Valles looks like a 

classic flood-carved channel system.  Its anastomosing 

channels contain streamlined forms, transverse dunes 

(c.f., giant current ripples), and longitudinal lineations, 

all of which are also observed in the Channeled Sca-

bland in Washington State, which was scoured by 

Pleistocene floods [3, 5].  However, Athabasca Valles 

differs from the Channeled Scabland in that, at a 

smaller scale, it exhibits a pristine and apparently 

uneroded surface.  Several competing hypotheses at-

tempt to reconcile these incongruous observations.  

They describe the current channel floor as: (i) the icy 

or desiccated dregs of a sediment-laden aqueous flood 

that waned and then froze [6], (ii) a CO2- and/or H2O-

rich debris flow that degassed explosively as it stag-

nated [7], (iii) a primary flood-carved surface, perhaps 

with patches of ice-bearing, flood-deposited sediment 

[3, 8], (iv) a glaciofluvially eroded surface with a het-

erogeneous mantling of proglacial sediments [9], or (v) 

the solidified dregs of a voluminous lava flow, the bulk 

of which ponded farther downstream in Cerberus Palus 

and eastern Elysium Planitia [10, 11].  As is shown 

below, only the latter hypothesis is consistent with the 

new High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 

(HiRISE) data. 
 

 
 
Figure 1.  (Top) Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) shaded relief map of Elysium Planitia with key features labeled.  (Bot-

tom) Map of Athabasca Valles showing mosaicked Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) IR daytime data colorized 

using MOLA topographic data. 
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Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) Observa-

tions:  HiRISE is providing an unprecedented view of 

Athabasca Valles.  The images have pixel dimensions 

as small as 27 cm and have excellent signal to noise.  

As of this writing, there are 11 HiRISE images (includ-

ing 4 completed stereo pairs) over Athabasca Valles 

proper and 6 images (including 2 completed stereo 

pairs) within Cerberus Palus.  These images sample the 

source of one of the minor tributaries, the main chan-

nel at regular intervals, and two of the distributary 

channels.  The Cerberus Palus images are concentrated 

along the margins of the basin.  Context (CTX) images 

provide almost complete coverage of the main channel, 

which has proven invaluable in extending the interpre-

tations from HiRISE to the whole channel system.  

CRISM and SHARAD have also collected data over 

the Athabasca Valles-Cerberus Palus region, but we do 

not report on their results here. 

Evidence Against Ice-Sediment Mixtures.  Ring and 

mound landforms (RMLs) are some of the most infor-

mative features on the floor of Athabasca Valles.  They 

occur throughout the channel system, from its proxi-

mal end to its distal reaches, and around segments of 

the perimeter of Cerberus Palus.  RMLs are a contin-

uum of landforms ranging from simple mounds to 

raised rings, and they are often ringed by annular 

moats and trailed by relict wakes (Fig. 2). 
 

 
 

Figure 2.  Sample of RMLs on the floor of Athabasca 

Valles.  The more ring-shaped RMLs on the left have relict 

wakes and the nested RMLs on the right have prominent 

moats.  Aalaglyph produced from HiRISE observations 

PSP_001606_1900 and PSP_002226_1900 centered at 9.56 

°N 156.43 °E. 
 

Topography derived from HiRISE shows that the 

moats are load-induced deformational structures; they 

formed in response to RML growth on a thin, brittle 

crust atop a fluid layer.  The most evolved moats ex-

hibit broken, tilted and foundering plates, including a 

striking example that produced a ~7 m tall overhang 

(Fig. 3).  If the material making up the plate were a 

mix of ice and sediment, it would be entirely desic-

cated in less than 1000 years [12].  However, there is 

no evidence of disaggregation or volume loss from the 

plate, so it cannot be composed of ice or ice-cemented 

sediment (unless it formed in the last few centuries, 

which is very unlikely).  This tilted plate is not unique.  

Similar plates occur in many locations across Atha-

basca Valles, which suggests that the floor of the 

channel system is composed of a non-volatile material. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Evolved RML moats.  The prominent tilted plate 

near the top stands ~7 m high and it is ~1 m thick.  Anaglyph 

produced using HiRISE images PSP_001540_1890 and 

PSP_002371_1890; cutout located at 8.72 °N 155.90 °E. 
 

The relict wakes associated with RMLs provide an 

important temporal constraint.  Some wakes are bi-

sected where plates of thin, brittle flowtop rafted apart 

(Fig. 4).  This requires that the wakes formed when the 

flow that hosts the RMLs was moving.  Furthermore, 

the wakes often grade into srings of RMLs, which also 

can be severed along rafted plate boundaries (Fig. 4).  

This is most consistent with an explosive origin for the 

RMLs [13] and, again, suggests that RML formation 

was contemporaneous with fluid flow. 

Very recent RML formation is counter-indicated by 

superposition relationships.  The 10-km diameter Zunil 

impact (Fig. 1) produced many millions of secondary 

craters with distinctive visible and infrared characteris-

tics, including bright ejecta blankets [4].  Contrary to 

earlier findings [14], HiRISE unambiguously shows 

that RMLs formed prior to the Zunil impact event [13].   

Ice or ice-cemented material is plausible only if 

Zunil formed in the last few centuries.  Zunil is excep-

tionally pristine, but a "10 km crater is expected to 

form on Mars only every ~10
6
 years [4].  Thus, even if 

Zunil is the most recent crater of its size on Mars, the 

odds that it formed in the last 1000 years are ~1:1000. 

There is more direct evidence that Zunil is not ex-

tremely young.  HiRISE confirms the earlier sugges-
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tion that the bright ejecta are the remnants of a once 

extensive light-toned mantling deposit [4].  The impact 

process has locally indurated the deposit by an uniden-

tified mechanism.  [4] suggested winnowing of fines 

from the ejecta and sintering, but compaction of a high 

porosity material is another possibility.  Therefore, 

enough time has elapsed since the Zunil impact to re-

move a mantling deposit some meters thick (where it 

was not indurated by impacts or sheltered from the 

wind by topography).  The erosion rate required to 

accomplish this in less than 1000 years (~1 cm/yr) is 

10
4
-10

9
 times higher than estimates for current erosion 

rates on Mars [5, 18]. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.  Wakes and chains of RMLs bisected where the 

rafting flowtop broke apart.  Cutout from the anaglyph pro-

duced from HiRISE observations PSP_002938_1890 and 

PSP_003083_1890 centered at 8.93 °N 155.26 °E. 
 

Finally, there is no known mechanism for forming 

RMLs on a flow composed of water or wet sediment.  

Pingos, which have been called upon to explain RMLs 

in the past [6, 8, 14], require the freezing of confined 

(i.e., pressurized) groundwater and therefore cannot 

form on a thin crust rafting atop a moving fluid. 

The HiRISE data are inconsistent with hypotheses 

invoking ice or ice-rich sediment as the primary lithol-

ogy of Athabasca Valles.  However, these data are 

fully consistent with a hydrovolcanic origin for the 

RMLs (Fig. 5) and with a lava lithology for the chan-

nel floor [13, 15]. 

 
 

Figure 5.  Schematic diagram of RML formation via hydro-

volcanic explosions.  Water/ice in the ground underneath the 

lava flow is converted to steam, which vents through the 

overlying lava.  The RML is composed of welded spatter and 

its weight deforms the thin flowtop. 
 
Nature of the Lava Flow.  The new MRO observa-

tions shed light on the nature of this extraordinary lava 

flow.  Thin overlapping flow fronts in the source re-

gion indicate that the flow was extremely fluid at erup-

tion [15].  In the channels themselves, the margins of 

the lava flow are generally lobate.  While individual 

lobes are several meters thick in some locations, in 

others they are only about a meter thick.  This suggests 

that the lava did not significantly increase in viscosity, 

even after 200-300 km of transport.   

Based on the finding that the lava flow slightly 

overtopped the Athabasca Valles channel system, we 

can estimate the peak lava discharge.  Using the equa-

tions for turbulent lava flows [16], we estimate that the 

lava flux probably reached a few million m
3
/s.  While 

this is unprecedented for terrestrial mafic eruptions, it 

is consistent with earlier estimates for terrestrial ul-

tramafic eruptions [17] and martian flood lavas [11].   

As the eruption waned, the lava drained out of Ath-

abasca Valles, and the crust of the lava flow draped 

topographic features in the channel, including the pur-

ported subaquous dunes [3].  Thin lava coatings in lava 

channels occur near the vent in terrestrial basaltic erup-

tions.  The extension of this process to a distance of 

>100 km from the vent at Athabasca Valles is a plausi-

ble scaling given the high eruption rates. 

The waning flow stranded pieces of the lava crust 

along terraces on the channel margin.  The purported 

longitudinal grooving diagnostic flood erosion [3] is 

instead shown to be chains of RMLs and crustal slabs 

(Fig. 6).  RMLs are found concentrated in locations 
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where the steam would be most able to penetrate the 

lava flow (e.g., buried crater rims).  Finally, all the 

available geophysical and spectroscopic measurements 

are consistent with a lava surface with a thin coating of 

dust. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.  Longitudinal ridges in Athabasca Valles are 

chains of RMLs and disrupted and stranded lava crust.  Por-

tion of anaglyph from PSP_002938_1890 and 

PSP_003083_1890 centered at 8.89 °N, 155.34 °E. 
 

Summary:  The new MRO data show that the last 

major geologic event in Athabasca Valles was the em-

placement of a very voluminous lava flow in a high-

discharge eruption.  After the eruption, the area was 

covered by a light-toned mantling deposit at least a few 

meters thick.  The Zunil impact locally indurated this 

deposit which has subsequently been mostly stripped 

away by winds.  Continued eolian activity and minor 

mass wasting appear to be ongoing.   

At this point, it is not certain that Athabasca Valles 

was carved by water, rather than lava.  A sustained 

turbulent flow of lava tens of meters thick has consid-

erable ability to erode even bedrock.  Incorporating the 

volume of cold rock excavated from Athabasca Valles 

(~700 km
3
 [18]) into the 5000-75000 km

3
 estimated to 

fill Cerberus Palus [19] would reduce the temperature 

of the lava flow only 2-30 °C.  Erosion during the em-

placement of the lava flow might reach the depth 

where ground ice is stable at this near-equatorial lati-

tude, allowing hydrovolcanic explosions to form in the 

absence of surficial water.  Still, the intricately carved 

small channels and streamlined forms support the idea 

that water was the primary erosive fluid. 
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